Christine de Pizan was a medieval writer and historiographer who lived in Venice, Italy, in the 14th century. Born in 1364, she was the daughter of Thomas Pezano, a man well-known as a scholar and astrologer. When Christine de Pizan was four years old, she was brought to her father, who was a councillor. She was brought up in a household that valued education, and her father encouraged her to learn as much as she could. At the age of 12, she was married to the nobleman Jean de Picquigny, and she began to write poetry and other works.

Christine de Pizan is known for her pioneering works about women. She wrote lyric poetry and also prose and verse works on a great variety of philosophical, social, and political topics. Although some of her works are lost, she is known for her contributions to the study of women and for her advocacy of female education. Her most famous work is the *The Book of the City of Ladies*, which is a defense of women's role in society. She also wrote works on topics such as love, marriage, and the role of women in politics.
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Christine de Pizan is considered a feminist writer and an important figure in medieval literature. Her works continue to be studied and celebrated today, and her contributions to the study of women and for her advocacy of female education are still relevant. Her life and works are a testament to the power of women and their ability to make significant contributions to society.